Energy-efficient wireless reprogramming is key issues for long-lived sensor network. Most of wireless reprogramming approaches focus on the energy efficiency of the data transmission phase. However, the program rebuilding phase on target node is possibly as another significant part of the total reprogramming energy consumption, due to the high energy overhead of reading or writing operation on the energy-hungry nonvolatile memory. In this paper, we propose an energy-efficient reprogramming systemEasiLIR. The core of EasiLIR is to avoid r/w operations on nonvolatile memory as much as possible in two fold. Firstly, we design an in situ modification which creates a modified program equivalent to new one without rebuilding program. However, at the cost of no rebuilding program, the redundant binary codes existing in the modified program may break the program time constraint. Therefore, we also design a lightweight segmented rebuilding to directly create the new image in memory. Experiment results show that EasiLIR reduces the r/w operations on nonvolatile memory by approximately 88% and 81% compared to Deluge and R2, and its average reprogramming overhead is about 64.7% of R2.
Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) systems may be deployed in inaccessible areas and implement a long-term monitoring task. When the software functionality is changed, wireless reprogramming techniques provide an efficient solution without node redeployment. However, the high-energy overhead prevents the wireless reprogramming from applying in sensor networks. Thus, energy efficiency of wireless reprogramming is essential requirement for the constrained resource sensor node. The reprogramming energy overhead can be coarsely divided into two parts: the communication overhead for wireless transmission or receiving the updating data and the rebuilding overhead for generating new image and storing it.
Prior efforts on reprogramming mainly focus on the former by minimizing the transferred data, such as the incremental reprogramming: Zephyr and Hermes [1, 2] improve the similarity between the old and new versions application by fixing the variable and function addresses; Li et al., and so forth [3] , design an update-conscious complier to create the new image according to the old ones for reducing the differences; or Hu et al., and so forth [4] , propose a minimal transferred data algorithm by matching the same binary between different versions as much as possible.
On the other hand, most of reprogramming approaches give less consideration to the latter. The traditional view is that rebuilding program happens inside node and its overhead is negligible compared to the communication overhead. However, due to the energy-hungry nonvolatile memory such as EEPROM or flash used for saving binary code, the rebuilding overhead may become one significant part of the reprogramming overhead and even exceeds communication overhead. For this, we propose a lightweight incremental reprogramming system called EasiLIR to reduce the rebuilding overhead.
In EasiLIR, the in situ modification is applied instead of the traditional rebuilding. It directly modifies the binary codes stored in memory without entirely rebuilding program. The modified old image is equivalent to the new image. To realize the in situ modification, we redefine and substantiate 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks three basic updating commands [1] : replace, directly overwrite old binary codes by new; delete, delete binary codes by skipping them; insert, package inserting binary codes into one function (called ifunction) and executed them by invoking ifunction. To further save the energy overhead, these ifunctions are stored in the low-power volatile memory such as RAM used for saving variable and data.
As the cost of refraining from entirely rebuilding program, the in situ modification causes the redundant codes existing in the main program. Due to the impact of the redundant codes on memory space and the execution time, rebuilding program is inevitable.
Therefore, we also design a lightweight segmented rebuilding which rebuild program in each special rebuilding block group (RBG). By this rebuilding, each memory unit is read or written by one time. Moreover, the rebuilding procedure completely occurs in the MCU inside without the participatory of the external component such as the external flash.
To demonstrate the advantage of EasiLIR, we conduct a series of experiments under realistic updating cases. Compared with the other two existing reprogramming system: Deluge and R2, experiment results show the outperformance of EasiLIR with respect to the energy efficiency.
Our contributions in this paper can be summarized in the following.
(1) We present an in situ modification mechanism which minimizes the r/w operations on nonvolatile memory and alternatively saves inserting codes in volatile memory. To realize the in situ modification, three basis commands are redefined.
(2) We also present a lightweight segmented rebuilding to entirely rebuild program at fewer r/w operations on nonvolatile memory than the traditional rebuilding.
(3) Based on the abovementioned methods, EasiLIR is designed to be a practical energy-efficient approach to meet the requirement of sensor network reprogramming. We conduct experiments with EasiLIR, R2, and Deluge on TinyOS [5] and Ez240 node [6] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 gives the motivation of our work. Section 4 presents the design details. Section 5 describes implementation stages of EasiLIR. Section 6 presents the experiment results. We discuss the limitation of EasiLIR and future work in Section 7. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 8.
Related Work
The energy efficiency of wireless reprogramming is key issue in sensor networks. However, the earlier studies such as Deluge [7] give no consideration to energy efficiency. It needs to disseminate the new image and the reprogramming protocol. Stream [8] attempts to reduce the number of transferred bytes by preinstalling the reprogramming protocol in the target node, but it still transmits the new updated program image.
With respect to most of the incremental reprogramming approaches [1] [2] [3] [4] [9] [10] [11] , they pay much attention on how to minimize the communication overhead by merely transmitting the different binary codes between the new and old images. Zephyr [1] and Hermes [2] remain the same reference addresses of functions and variables to improve the similarity between different versions. Li et al. [3] also design a special update-conscious compiler to create the new image program according to the old one by using common register to improve the similarity of different versions. Hu et al. [4] propose the same block-matching algorithm RTMD to reuse the code blocks in the old image as much as possible. The R2 [12] combines the merits both of Zephyr and RTMD. Relative to Zephyr, R2 leverages the relocatable position-independent code to keep the references of functions and variables not being changed between different version. Compared with RTMD, R2 optimizes the delta code generation with low time and space complexity.
On the other hand, a few of prior works try to reduce the rebuilding overhead more or less. Koshy and Pandey [11] make a slop region left in the tail of each function in case of inserting code into function, but the size of slop region is hardly determined. Tiny module-linking [9] combine the updating codes with the old function, and then the new function is generated in RAM. However, the new function is also written back into the program flash. Dong et al. [13] utilize low-power RAM to save the updated functions assigned by the developer. It is hard to decide which function will be updated or not when facing a complex sensing application after deployment.
Motivation
In this section, we will firstly discuss the necessity of reprogramming and show the traditional rebuilding procedure to explain why the rebuilding overhead is a significant part compared with the communication overhead.
Our WSN system for relic monitoring in Forbidden City Museum [14] has a typical reprogramming demand. After that we first deployed sensor nodes in the museum, some of them were quickly unavailable. We found that the power-supply sink cannot work, because electric power was turned off based on safety considerations during night. The battery-supply Ez240 nodes [6] , which cannot receive any response message from the sink, had to continue sending. Their batteries were quickly depleted. When we tried to recall these buggy nodes, we were told that these had been sealed up in the showcase at least 3 months as shown in Figure 1(a) . To fix the bug, the wireless reprogramming is the only choice.
However the energy overhead of reprogramming is a bottleneck for applying it. For quantitative analysis of wireless reprogramming, we develop a current-monitoring device [15] (as shown in Figure 6 ) to measure the duration time and the value of current with respect to different reprogramming operations such as r/w memory or TX/RX. Given the constant voltage, the energy overhead of different operations is shown in Table 1 .
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks For the incremental reprogramming [1, 2, 4, 12] , they locally rebuild program in local sensor nodes, and their rebuilding procedure can be summarized as follows.
Step 1. Sensor node downloads an updating script (also called delta script for incremental reprogramming) into the external flash. The updating script contains the updating codes (the changed codes between different versions) and the updating commands.
Step 2. Sensor node runs the commands to combine the updating codes with old image and create a new version image (>15 kB) within the external flash.
Step 3. Write the new image back into the program flash inside MCU and overwrite the old image.
Step 4. Finally reboot target node.
In
Step 1, the updating script is written into the energyhungry external flash, but its size less exceeds 2.5 kB by incremental reprogramming. In Step 2, parts of old image and updating codes are moved into a new space according to the updating commands. This moving causes a large number of r/w operations on the external flash. The number of the operations almost equals the size of new image (>15 kB). In Step 3, sensor node transfers the generated new image (at least 15 kB for TinyOS) from the external flash to the program flash. It also causes a number of flash operations. Summarily, the number of r/w operations on nonvolatile memory is almost 10 times than transmitted bytes. Thus, although rebuilding overhead per byte is almost 10% of the communication as shown in Table 1 , yet the rebuilding overhead cannot be neglected.
In practice, we often update software of sensor node with a minor modification such as debug or patch. For our museum application, the size of the updating script transmitted is far smaller than the size of the EzMonitor a sensor node software for Forbidden City Museum. We record the size of the updating script for the different versions of EzMonitor as shown in Figure 1 (b). These updating cases will be detailed in Section 6.1. Figure 1(b) shows the ratio of the size of the updating script to the size of the new image in Step 3 which is written into the program flash using a traditional reprogramming [12] . On average, more than 1265 bytes are transmitted in the five cases. For instance, in updating case D, the transmitted data is up to maximum 1870 bytes (1726 bytes updating script and 144 bytes package header). Meanwhile, the approximate 20 kB data written into the program flash are one order of magnitude more than the transmitted data. The communication totally consumes 69.4 mJ. In contrast, rebuilding program totally consumes 149.5 mJ by the incremental reprogramming [12] . This result reveals the problem that the energy-inefficiency rebuilding still causes much energy waste. 
Design of EasiLIR
In this section, we present the in situ modification and then the lightweight segmented rebuilding.
In Situ Modification.
The nature of the in situ modification is to reuse old binary codes reserved within the program flash. That is, the common codes between different version image can be directly executed without moving. Because Microcontrol Unit (MCU) sequentially implements codes from low address to high address within a function (C language) or a method (C++/Java language), in situ reusing requires as many binary codes within the same sequence as possible.
From my learned knowledge, matching most common codes within same sequence can be translated into a longest common subsequence (LCS) problem which is derived from the early DNA sequence matching in genomics [16] . For example, as shown in Figure 3 , old block sequence is ⟨ , A, , B, , C⟩, and new block sequence is ⟨ℎ, B, , C, , A⟩. Each common block in the longest common subsequence is defined as one LCS block as shown in Table 2 . The LCS blocks B and C make up a longest common subsequence. While block A is out of the LCS, both images have it. We define such block as common block. We employ the dynamic programming algorithm to solve the LCS problem. This algorithm is in O(
2 ) time, but it totally runs on the host computer and gives less impact on the sensor network.
We define the successive binary codes between two adjacent LCS blocks as un-LCS block with respect to old image and as updating block with respect to new image as shown in Table 2 . The un-LCS blocks as part of the old image should be modified. The updating blocks as part of the new image are contained in the updating script and transferred into target node. The in situ modification is actually to replace all un-LCS blocks with corresponding updating blocks. For this, we needs redefine and substantiate three basic updating commands.
Replace: directly overwrite the old binary codes with the new ones within the program flash.
Delete: skip some useless binary codes by adding one jmp instruction.
Insert: package the inserting binary codes into a special function called ifunction, and place one call instruction placed in the insert point. These inserting codes are executed by invoking ifunction.
As shown in Figure 2 (a), if the size of one un-LCS block C between the LCS blocks A and B is larger than the size of one updating block, the un-LCS block is modified by replace and delete commands. The updating block transferred is directly written into the main program. The remaining useless codes in block C are skipped by delete command adding one jmp instruction.
As shown in Figure 2 (b), if the size of the un-LCS block C between the LCS block A and B is smaller than the size of the updating block, the un-LCS block is modified by replace and insert commands. We separate this updating block into two parts. One part as a replaced block is still directly written into the program flash by replace command; the other part which is taken as an inserted block is packaged in an ifunction and saved in other place to avoid covering the available block B.
The ifunctions should be far from the main program. Considering the energy overhead gap between RAM and the program flash, we put the ifunction into RAM. Node runs codes in the inserted block by invoking the ifunction.
Beside the above three basic modification commands, in order to reduce the size of the updating script, we also utilize move command [1] which directly move the common blocks into a new place unnecessary to retransmit them.
The generated updating script is shown in Algorithm 3, it contains the updating codes and the corresponding updating commands.
The A1, A2, respectively, denote the starting addresses of replaced and deleted blocks in the old image. By INSERT, code2 is packaged in ifunction placed in RAM, and one call instruction is written into the inserted point A2. By MOVE, the S4 bytes common block located in O1 is moved into the new position N1.
After the target node downloads the updating script, EasiLIR runtime system runs the in situ modification described in Algorithm 1.
In line 1, IFpt points to an area in RAM. By increasing IFpt each ifunction is sequentially placed in RAM. Line 4-13, these updating commands of the updating script are executed by EasiLIR runtime system. write it into the program flash. Due to the a large number of r/w operations on flash, this method is not energy-efficient. We propose a lightweight segmented rebuilding to realize inserting all the ifunctions and removing all the deleted blocks by moving each LCS block under one operation based on the following two assumptions. Assumption 1. According to the starting address of deleted block and the inserted point address from low to high, the number of bytes of the deleted blocks may exceed the number of bytes of the inserted blocks. The lightweight rebuilding divides the main program into several segments named rebuilding block groups (RBG). In each RBG, it requires that the total number of bytes of deleted blocks exceeds the total number of bytes of inserted blocks based on Assumption 1. Within each RBG, all LCS blocks are moved under one operation to automatically remove all deleted blocks as well as make enough space for all inserted blocks. We give the following explanation of how it works.
Lightweight Segmented
Given that in top of un-LCS blocks (including the deleted and inserted blocks), the total number of bytes of the inserted blocks always exceeds the total number of bytes of the deleted blocks, according to the starting address of the deleted block and inserted point address from low to high:
where and − , respectively, denote the number of inserted and deleted blocks in the top blocks. SizeDel and SizeIns, respectively, denote the number of bytes of each deleted and inserted block. Assume that ( + 1)th block is the deleted block and has
The ( + 1) un-LCS blocks and the LCS blocks among the ( + 1) un-LCS blocks are made up of the current RBG. The ( + 1) th un-LCS block is the RBG point and separates the current RBG from the next RBG.
On the other side, we expand formula (1): case REPLACE: (5) overwrite codes located in StAddr with the new one; (6) case MOVE: (7) move the common block form OldAddr into NewAddr; (8) case DELETE: (9) write "jmp $ + size" into StAddr; (10) case INSERT: (11) store the function in RAM with IFpt; (12) write "call # IFpt" into InsAddr; 
From formulas (3) and (4), we have
Formula (5) indicates that there is enough space to insert the ( − ) th un-LCS block (the th inserted block) through moving the LCS blocks located among the ( − 1) deleted blocks. The new address of the each LCS block, which is located among the ( − + 1)th and ( − )th ( = 0, 1, . . . , ) un-LCS blocks, is:
In (6), $ denotes the original address of the each LCS block.
Note that a new deleted block next to the ( − − 1)th un-LCS block is generated by moving the LCS blocks. The size of the new deleted block is
SizeDel ( ) .
(7)
The remaining − − 1 un-LCS blocks contain − 1 inserted blocks and − − deleted blocks. The number of bytes of the remaining deleted blocks equals the number of bytes of the remaining inserted blocks:
Given formulas (8) and (2), there exists enough space for the next inserted block.
By parity of reasoning, the remaining inserted blocks in the RBG can be inserted. Therefore, once the LCS blocks in the RBG are moved in the new addresses, they will never be moved again.
After dealing with one RBG, we continue to find the next RBG point and repeat the above process until no RBG point is found anymore (no RBG existing). In terms of Assumption 2, there must be a free space in program flash. Hence we take the free space as last RBG point. Even if the number of bytes of the deleted blocks never exceeds the number of bytes of the inserted blocks, we also take all blocks in the main program as one RBG and the free space as the last RBG point.
We do not mention the moved and replaced blocks alone with the corresponding move and replace commands in the above explanation. In fact, both kinds of commands have been carried out before rebuilding, so both kinds of blocks will be taken as LCS blocks in the process of rebuilding procedure.
From the above discussion, we design the segmented rebuilding algorithm (see Algorithm 2). elseif C is INSERT; (6) SumIns+= size; (8) end (9) if SumDel ≥SumIns; (10) set the current deleted block as nowRBGPt; / * the LCS blocks and inserted blocks are between newRGPpt and last one; * / (11) move all the LCS blocks to new addresses given in Formula (6); (12) insert all the inserted blocks; (13) set nowRBGPt as lastRBGPt; (14) end; (15) end; Algorithm 2: Lightweight segmented rebuilding.
Algorithm 3: Snapshot of the updating script.
As mentioned above, before rebuilding the program, we handle all the replaced and moved blocks which has been taken as LCS blocks when rebuilding. During this algorithm running, each LCS and inserted block are operated once time. Obviously, from INPUT part, the algorithm requires nearly + operations on program flash. Comparing with traditional rebuilding, it requires only almost a half of + 2 ( ≫ ) operations on the external/program flash, not to mention the large energy overhead gap of different types of flash.
Implementation of EasiLIR
In this section, we firstly give an overview of the implementation of EasiLIR. And then we discuss how to increase the number of LCS blocks, as well as how to improve the similarity between versions for entirely rebuilding. Figure 4 . At the host computer, the updating script is generated. In order to increase the number of LCS blocks, the sequence of functions in the new version needs to be adjusted according to an old sequence. We also revise each call instruction for improving the similarity between different versions. Then we utilize the dynamic programming algorithm to generate LCS blocks as the updating codes alone with the correspondingly updating command. Finally, the host computer will check whether it is needed to rebuild program based on the program time constraint and the total number of bytes of inserted blocks.
The Overview of Implementation. EasiLIR runs on the host computer and the target nodes as shown in
Once the target node detects that reprogramming event happens, it downloads the updating script into the external program. Then it in situ modifies the image, or else entirely rebuilding program. At last, program pointer jumps to the main() function to reboot target node.
Function Rearrangement.
In order to increase the number of LCS blocks, we hope to keep more common blocks in the longest common sequence. The functions with same name between different version images always have similar content, especially in the embedded operation system such as TinyOS [5] , because functions are named after the low-level components and relevant to their functionality.
Therefore we change the compiling stage of the object file generation process to adjust the sequence of functions according to the last version image. By adjusting, the same name functions in different version images have the same sequence.
Revising Function Call Instruction.
The functions existing in different version images always may be placed in different position. Given entirely rebuilding program, we have to revise the function entry in each call instruction. To modify the entries in all call instructions will bring up an amount of communication overhead. EasiLIR adopts the function call indirections to invoke functions which had been introduced in the literature [1] .
We need to revise the call instructions in the link stage. Each call instruction does not store the real function entry, but the fixed address of an item of the indirection to function are made, and when these calls return, the table directs the flow of control back to the line following the call instruction as shown in Figure 5 . When entirely rebuilding program, we just revise the indirection table instead of each call instruction in the new image.
Evaluation
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments about the single and continuous updating cases. We firstly introduce the experiment methodology and then evaluate the performance of EasiLIR.
Methodology.
We implement and evaluate EasiLIR on our Ez240 node [6] as shown in Figure 6 (a). Ez240 is equipped with a 802.15.4-compliant CC2420 [17] radio and MSP430F1611 [18] which has 10 kB RAM (address: 0x1100-0x38FF) and 48 kB program flash (address: 0x4000-0xFFFF). We measure the energy consumption by a currentmonitoring device equipped with the current-sense amplifiers MAX9928 [15] as shown in Figure 6 (b).
Experimental Setup
(1) The memory space of EasiLIR, ifunctions, and runtime system respectively occupy 3 kB RAM and 12 kB program flash. number of bytes of the inserted blocks and the execution time and decides whether to rebuild program.
Case Introduction.
(1) Single Updating Case. The target node experiences once time reprogramming. We burn an old image into the target node by in-system-programming way in each case: (i) case A: update EzMonitor from v0.1 to v0.11. In this case, we add new functionality which buffers a sensing data in RAM.
(ii) case B: update EzMonitor from v0.1 to v0.13. In this case, we address the bug that some Ez240 nodes continue to send data to sink during night discussed in Section 3.
(iii) case C: update EzMonitor from v0.11 to v0.2 derived from case A. In this case, we add a load balance mechanism to check battery voltage and optimize the sleep policy. In v0.11, the sleep time of sensor node is fixed. Some nodes have to afford heavy load result in quickly battery depleted. In v0.2, sleep time is dynamically changed according to the current battery voltage.
(iv) case D: update EzMonitor from v0.2 to v0.21 derived from case C. In this case, we remove the sensing function from some Ez240 nodes which just forward data as routing node. The host computer finds that the implementation time cannot be satisfied and asks EasiLIR runtime system to run the entire rebuilding process.
(v) case E: update EzMonitor from v0.13 to v0.2 derived from case B. The entire rebuilding program happens because the total size of ifunctions exceeds 3 kB. Figure 7 , the program flash stores the main program (.text section), EasiLIR runtime system, and the indirection table. RAM stores the globe or static variables (.bss and .data section) and ifunctions.
Memory Overhead. As shown in
With respect to RAM, the size of .bss and .data section hardly exceeds 1.5 kB for TinyOS. In EzMonitor v0.11, an array for sensor data causes the.bss section up to maximum 1326 bytes among all updating cases. Meanwhile, the total size of the inserted blocks (ifunction) is about 1 kB∼2.5 kB in the continuous cases as shown in Figure 8(a) .
With respect to the program flash, the size of EasiLIR runtime system has independent TX/RX and r/w flash functionality up to 12 kB. With respect to the indirection, each item occupies 4 bytes space. The main program contains about 150-300 functions, so it is reasonable to give 1.4 kB (>4 bytes * 300) space for the indirection table.
Although the deleted blocks are skipped, they still exist in the main program and occupy the rare memory space. Without rebuilding program, Figure 8(b) gives the total size of the deleted blocks in each continuous case. The total size of the deleted blocks increases along with modification times. In case D, the total size of the deleted blocks arrives at 4238 bytes (62 deleted blocks).
Transmitted Data.
For illustrating the impact of communication overhead on reprogramming, we compare the EasiLIR with R2 [12] and Deluge [7] . Table 3 gives the number of the transmitted data.
Obviously, in all the updating cases, EasiLIR and R2 have less transmitted data than Deluge. The updating script of Deluge contains an entire image as well as a reprogramming protocol, and its average size script exceeds 32 kB, since a minor modification may bring up a large number of transmitted data. For example, the modifying codes account for about 0.07% of the updating script in case 1. R2 adopts the incremental mechanism.
The updating script only contains the changed codes between versions and the updating commands. The size of the script is far smaller than the entire program image.
Comparing with EasiLIR, R2 uses an optimal dynamic algorithm [12] to differentia the changed codes and generate the smaller-size updating script than EasiLIR. So EasiLIR needs to transmit more data than R2 in case 5 and case Acase E.
On the other hand, R2's updating script includes the relocation entry in order to rebuild program in every time reprogramming, but it is not necessary for EasiLIR when to Deluge  24198  24202  24216  24256  31158  38254  40120  41642  36950  41178  R2  22  26  44  86  8084  650  1354  1716  738  1870  EasiLIR  10  24  28  56  9458  818  1734  2132  2046  1940 in situ modify program. Therefore, in case 3 and case 4, the number of the transmitted data of EasiLIR is smaller than R2. Figures 9 and 10 show the size of the reading/writing data from/to the program/external flash. And then Table 4 gives the comparison of r/w on external/program flash among approaches. We will give the analysis for each case.
Read/Write Data.
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the size of the writing data into the external flash. In rebuilding procedure, it is necessary to download the updating script in the external flash. Thus, by Deluge, the size of writing data into the external flash is determined by the size of the new image and its protocol. By R2, writing the external program is mainly caused by combining the updating code into the old image except for downloading the updating script. By EasiLIR, the above combining process is replaced by the in situ modification and the segmented rebuilding within the program flash, so the size of writing data into the external program is only determined by the updating script. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the size of the writing data into the program flash. By Deluge and R2, the new image is written into the program flash; thus the size of the writing data equals the size of the new version image. By EasiLIR, in case 1 and case 2 with a minor modification, a few of codes are written into the program flash. In case 3 and case 4, the inserted codes are actually saved in RAM, and one call instruction (4 bytes) is written into the program flash. In case A-case C, the replaced blocks, jmp, and call instructions are written into the program flash. In case 5, case D, and case E, the EasiLIR runtime system conducts a segmented rebuilding process to create the new image. Because each LCS block in the main program is moved only once, the size of writing data is close to the size of the new image.
Figures 10(c) and 10(d) show the size of the reading data from the program flash. By Deluge and R2, the size of the reading data is zero, because the new image is completely created in the external flash without the participatory of the program flash. By EasiLIR, it is also not necessary to reading any data from the program flash in case 1-case4. In case Acase C, the reading data are caused by the move command, which copies common blocks and pastes them in new places. In case 5, case D, and case E, each LCS block is moved only once; thus the size of reading data does not exceed the size of the new image. From the above discussion, it is easy to understand why EasiLIR owns low rebuilding overhead. The reason is that we use the RAM and the program flash to complete the in situ modification and the segmented rebuilding instead of the external flash as much as possible. Figure 11 shows the components of the reprogramming overhead. For straightforward comparison of the rebuilding and communication overhead, we take energy unit (mJ) as a measure of the energy overhead.
Energy Overhead.
Obviously, Deluge has the highest reprogramming overhead due to the largest updating script. By Deluge, the rebuilding overhead is far lower than the communication overhead, and it is hard to say that the rebuilding overhead is a significant part. R2 has the lowest communication overhead among three approaches due to the optimal dynamic algorithm [12] , but its average rebuilding overhead is almost 1.97 times than its communication overhead.
Using the in situ modification and the lightweight segmented rebuilding, EasiLIR keeps the lowest rebuilding overhead among three approaches under all the cases as shown in Table 5 . The EasiLIR's average reprogramming overhead is 80.1% and 58.7% of R2's, respectively, under the single updating cases and the continuous updating cases. Even in case 5, case D, and case E, the segmented rebuilding happens, the EasiLIR's rebuilding overhead is still 33% lower than R2's due to disabling the energy-hungry external flash.
Limitation and Future Work
It is unavoidable to introduce the useless fragments after in situ modification and these fragments break the program time constraint. Therefore, the in situ modification is not suitable for precision timed cases.
On the other hand, the fragments also complicate the structure of the main program and make the updating process more difficult. For instance, delete command is to skip deleted codes by writing jmp instruction into main program. If the deleted codes are available in the next round of reprogramming, the updating script needs one extra replace commands to revise the jmp instruction.
Therefore, we will explore the partial in situ modification to combine some local and adjacent deleted/inserted blocks into the main program but not entirely rebuild program. By the partial in situ modification, we need to find the optimal tradeoff between the rebuilding and communication overhead. In future work, we also test the performance of EasiLIR in different microembedded OSes such as Contiki [19] and sensor nodes such as Mica [20] or Telos [21] .
Conclusion
Most of the prior efforts focus on how to reduce the communication overhead by minimizing transmitted data, but the rebuilding overhead is also a significant part for reprogramming actually. In this paper, we present a lightweight reprogramming system EasiLIR which employs in situ modification instead of rebuilding program and largely reduces the rebuilding overhead. At the same time, the in situ modification also introduces the useless redundant codes existing in a modified program. We also design and substantiate a lightweight segmented rebuilding to reduce the operation on flash. At last, we conduct a series of experiments in the EZ240 testbed with EzMonitor a practical application based on TinyOS. Experiment results show the EasiLIR advantage of energy efficiency over prior reprogramming system.
